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Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Hi and welcome to this presentation titled Web 2.0 Marketing: Word of Mouth Marketing to the Extreme.
My name is Danielle Theiss-White and I’m currently the General Reference Coordinator at K-State Libraries
I am relatively new to this position, beginning last May, but previously I was at Emory University in Atlanta as the Periodicals and Reference Librarian. 
 
I became interested in this topic when my colleagues and myself at Emory began to think how market our library workshops and new web-based tools to our graduate students.  We began to explore new ways to reach out to our students and I’m still trying to learn more.  I am not an expert by any means about this topic, but I do find it interesting and hope that some of the ideas presented here will be helpful for you and your libraries.  This presentation will also be interactive, so I’m hoping that since you’re here that you have some interest in this topic and would be able to share what you may be doing in your libraries as well.

Let’s begin.  �



Web 2.0 Library Marketing 
Strategies

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
If we had a Web 2.0 Library marketing toolkit, what would it look like?  What tools would be in it?  What resources would we need to have to build a Web 2.0 marketing strategy?   �



• Define Web 2.0, Library 2.0, and Marketing

• Relevant Web 2.0 Library Marketing strategies
– Relationship Marketing
– Word of Mouth Marketing

• Create a Web 2.0 Marketing Strategy

• Steps to evaluate your Web 2.0 
marketing efforts

Presentation 

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
If we had a Web 2.0 Marketing Toolkit, we would first need to know what is the definition of Web 2.0 as well as marketing definitions, so that’s what we’ll discuss first in this presentation—Define terms so we’re all on the same page so to speak
�1.
Over the next couple of slides, I will define what I mean by Web 2.0, Library 2.0 and define some marketing strategies that I feel fit right in with web 2.0 tools and will help us market our library services in new and innovative ways—having our patrons help us in the process by sharing their stories, ideas, and insights into library resources with each other

2.
Then we will discuss how to use web 2.0 tools to allow these marketing strategies to come to fruition and I will posit examples of these from libraries around the country and ask you for additional examples that you may be conducting or be aware of

3.
Then we will discuss how to get started on created a Web 2.0 Marketing Strategy

 4. 
How to evaluate your marketing efforts
�



Define Terms: Web 2.0

http://www.netlash.com/dyn_new/UserFiles/Image/web1vsweb2.png

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
“We have to meet our users where they are with tools the can (use) and are comfortable using.  Anonymous.

Michael Casey mentions in his statement about a 2.0 world that “Customer, or user, participation has become essential.  The role users play, both directly and indirectly, in corporate advertising, marketing, and customer service has expanded exponentially within the past few years, and the Internet has been the catalyst for this change. Pg. 74

Two key elements make up Web 2.0:

1.  Sharing of content easier:
Companies and their web sites have become more open and interactive, allowing user input and customization and adopting a more open attitude toward information sharing through the use of application programming interfaces (APIs)

2.The importance of conversation:
	Advent of new tools (blogs, wikis, other social software applications) allows customers to talk and interact like never before


http://www.nsba.org/site/docs/41400/41340.pdf
National School board report on social networking claims that today’s 9-17 year olds spend almost as much time using social networks as watching tv per week (9 hours per week on social networks or using social software whereas these same youth may watch 10 hours of tv�

http://www.netlash.com/dyn_new/UserFiles/Image/web1vsweb2.png


Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Courtesy of Michael Stephens recent talk about Web 2.0 and Libraries�



Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Courtesy of Michael Stephens recent talk about Web 2.0 and Libraries
�





Define Terms: Library 2.0

http://library20.ning.com/

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
How are libraries getting involved in this?


Library 2.0 definition:
There is some debate on library blogs about what is the real definition of library 2.0, but there have been several books published this year with some excellent descriptions

Definitions of L2 
Library 2.0 is all about library users -- keeping those we have while actively seeking those who do not currently use our services.  It's about embracing those ideas and technologies that can assist libraries in delivering services to these groups, and it's about participation -- involving users in service creation and evaluation. Library 2.0 is an operating model that allows libraries to respond rapidly to market needs.  This does not mean that we abandon our current users or our mission.  It is a philosophy of rapid change, flexible organizational structures, new Web 2.0 tools and user participation that will put the library in a much stronger position, ready to efficiently and effectively meet the needs of a larger user population.��Michael Casey LibraryCrunch 
The principles of Library 2.0 seek to put users in touch with information and entertainment wherever they may be, breaking down the barriers of space, time and outdated policy. It is a user-centered paradigm focusing on knowledge, experience, collaboration, the creation of new content and encouraging the heart.��Michael Stephens Tame the Web 
Library 2.0 is very much influenced by technology-driven, two-way, social interactions between staff and staff or staff and patrons.  L2 has provided a framework within which we've been able to re-evaluate virtually every aspect of classical librarianship with the end goal of usability and findability in mind.��John Blyberg Blyberg.net 
Library 2.0 = (books 'n stuff + people + radical trust) x participation��Darlene Fichter Read Darlene's complete Post here 
Library 2.0 is the natural evolution of library services to a level where the library user is in control of how and when she gets access to the services she needs and wants.�



Library 2.0: a guide to participatory library service by Michael Casey and Laura Savastunuk
Other examples include……….

There is also a Library 2.0 forum where ….librarians have banded together to support each other and their efforts to create Library 2.0 opportunities at their libraries.  Have any of you joined this forum?  What do you think of it?  I’m just beginning to explore it…

What is the connection between library 2.0 and web 2.0?

Michael Casey states that “ Library 2.0 is about doing more with the same or fewer resources.  It’s about efficiency without sacrificing quality.  It’s about reaching out to your new users without losing those we already have.  Many current and forthcoming web 2.0 resources allow libraries to work toward the library 2.0 model.  With web 2.0 tools, we have at our disposal a way for users to participate with us.  

What about the connection between Library 2.0 and the marketing strategies we’ll discuss today?
With the goal of library 2.0 to increase user participation, we can use word of mouth marketing techniques to help facilitate this effort
�



Define Terms: Library 2.0

“Library 2.0 
is a model 

for constant 
and 

purposeful 
change”

“Library 2.0 
empowers 

users 
through 

participatory, 
user-driven 
services”

“Through the 
implementation of 

the first two 
elements, Library 

2.0 seeks to 
improve services to 

current library 
users while also 
reaching out to 
potential library 

users.”

Casey, M. & Savastinuk, L. (2007). Library 2.0: a Guide to Participatory Library Service. Information Today, Inc.: Medford, New Jersey.

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
A. “Library 2.0 is a model for constant and purposeful change”

B. “Library 2.0 empowers users through participatory, user-driven services”

C. “Through the implementation of the first two elements, Library 2.0 seeks to improve services to current library users while also reaching out to potential library users.”


Read from page 6 of the Library 2.0 book�



Library 2.0 Meme Map

http://www.flickr.com/photos/bonaria/113222147/



Define Terms: Marketing, Publicity, 
and Promotion

• Marketing: determining who you serve and with 
what products

• Publicity: getting the word out that you can help 
people do their jobs better, cheaper, or faster

• Promotion: talking to people about their needs 
and your strengths

Seiss, J. (…). The Visible Librarian: Asserting Your Value through Marketing and Advocacy. Publisher: City.

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Marketing is not something you do in your spare time, with spare change.  It is, or should be, an integrated systems that covers everything from finding out what your customers need to evaluating how they perceive your products and services.  It includes everything that the library does, from the day you open the doors.  Your marketing efforts must be consistent within the message you are sending and in the way that you send it.  You must take advantage of all the various ways of communication available to you.  Modern marketing’s most basic principle is the supremacy of the customer. Siess goes on to say 

�



Questions to ask

Who are our students?

How do they communicate with each other?

Where do they spend their leisure time?

What community activities do they take part in?

Do they spend time online?  What sites do they visit?

Casey, M. & Savastinuk, L. (2007). Library 2.0: a Guide to Participatory Library Service Information Today: Medford, New Jersey.

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Before you decide what type of promotional activities you would like to participate in, please ask yourself these questions.  You may want to create a focus group of new and returning students to get accurate answers.


Are the students mainly distance students?  Are they only here in the evening?  Do all students check their email?  Do they have mailboxes, home addresses, required classes that a librarian can get in?

�



Marketing Strategies 

• Relationship Marketing

• Word of Mouth Marketing

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
We’re going to transition to look at three types of marketing strategies that I feel can have a connection with Web 2.0.  These two marketing strategies are relatively new in the marketing literature (only about 30 years old).  We’ll discuss each of these strategies and see some examples of these in the library setting.  

The first, relationship marketing, is what I feel needs to be a given in library marketing strategies and then you can build on this marketing type with word of mouth marketing.

�



Relationship Marketing

“Relationship marketing is defined as
communication that provides service 

benefits (technical support, such as how to 
access a database; help and advice on 

services; and information such as hours of 
operation, or the number of weeks 
materials may be checked out).”

Menzie, K. A. (2006) Building online relationships: Relationship marketing and social presence as 
foundations for a university library blog. Ph.D. dissertation, The University of Kansas, United States 
-- Kansas. Retrieved October 17, 2007, from ProQuest Digital Dissertations database. (Publication 
No. AAT 3214805). 

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
I found a great dissertation written by Kathleen Menzie from the University of Kansas titled: Building Online Relationships: relationship marketing and social presence as foundations for a university library blog.  Kathleen is a K-State graduate so I felt compelled to use her research in my talk today, but her research gives a great foundation for us to understand what relationship marketing is and how it can be used with web 2.0 tools such as blogs.
Menzie’s dissertation looks at the differences between students reactions to two different blog types: one that focuses on relationship marketing principles and the other focuses on social presence.  

A few things Menzie points out about relationship marketing include:
Menzie goes on to say:  Researchers
in relationship marketing assert that users who have had a good experience
with an organization and received valuable and useful information return to that
organization when they need additional information.

Without your library services clearly displayed in an electronic format, you will have nothing for your patrons to discuss with each other (I’m getting ahead of myself here), but you need a good foundational web presence of what your services are before you can move on to discuss word of mouth marketing.
�



Relationship Marketing

“Relationship marketing is in its broadest 
sense is about cultivating good 

relationships between staff and existing 
customers and maintaining those 

relationships, thus retaining customer 
loyalty.”

Henderson, K. (2005). Marketing Strategies for Digital Library Services. Library Review. 54(6), 342-345.



Word of Mouth

“The only thing that really 
matters to librarians is 

word of mouth publicity”

Seiss, J. (2003). The Visible Librarian: Asserting Your Value through Marketing and Advocacy. Chicago: American Library 
Association.

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Word of Mouth (the act of consumers providing information to other consumers)
Edelman’s Trust Barometer found that for the first time in U.S. history, trust in “a person like me” increased from 20% in 2003 to 68% today.  Forrester, Intelliseek and Compete also share similar trends with 50% of consumers turning to their peers AND the information they are creating online to form opinions.  
January 23, 2006, New York — Global opinion leaders say their most credible source of information about a company is now “a person like me,” which has risen dramatically to surpass doctors and academic experts for the first time, according to the seventh annual Edelman Trust Barometer, a survey of nearly 2,000 opinion leaders in 11 countries. In the U.S., trust in “a person like me” increased from 20% in 2003 to 68% today. Opinion leaders also consider rank-and-file employees more credible spokespersons than corporate CEOs (42% vs. 28% in the U.S.). 

Word of Mouth Marketing: Giving people the reason to talk about your products and services and making it easier for that conversation to take place
Marketing concepts are based on concepts of customer satisfaction, two-way dialog, and transparent communications.  
There have been many books and articles written about word of mouth marketing and I’ve included these in the handout for you to explore.
�



Basic Elements: WOMMA

• Educating 

• Identifying

• Providing

• Studying

• Listening and responding

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
So, what are the basic elements of word of mouth marketing?

There is actually an association called the Word of Mouth Marketing Association.  The website is listed on your handout, but it’s www.
This association gives some great tips that are helpful for us to think about when we begin planning a PR campaign for a specific new service….
The basic elements of word of mouth marketing include the following…..

Educating people about your products and services

Identifying people most likely to share their opinions

Providing tools that make it easier to share information

Studying how, where, and when opinions are being shared

Listening and responding to supporters, detractors, and neutrals
�

http://www.womma.org/


Good word of mouth is tough to earn even 
when you’re extraordinary. By contrast, 

bad word of mouth tends to be very 
ordinary. It’s easy to earn and fast to 

spread.

Katya’s Non-Profit Marketing Blog



WOMMA Types

• Viral Marketing
• Community Marketing
• Influencer Marketing
• Conversation Creation
• Brand Blogging
• Referral Programs
• Product Seeding

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Viral Marketing: Creating entertaining or informative messages that are designed to be passed along in an exponential fashion, often electronically or by email.   (Something in a blog, etc.)

Discuss the Web 2.0 youtube video created by K-State professor….

Look at other youtube videos done by libraries

Community Marketing: Forming or supporting niche communities that are likely to share interests about the brand (such as user groups, fan clubs, and discussion forums); providing tools, content, and information to support those communities. 
What about new students?  Orientation programs, target certain groups in the school, the student council, Recruit library ambassadors who are already strong supporters of the library to encourage them to share about the workshops with their friends.

Could we use Facebook here?  Jenny McCraw, K-State’s own Instructional Design librarian has created a facebook page where she is reaching out to a distinct community online

Influencer Marketing: Identifying key communities and opinion leaders who are likely to talk about products and have the ability to influence the opinions of others.   Get your professors involved—Dean of the Theology school, etc. 

Conversation Creation: Interesting or fun advertising, emails, catch phrases, entertainment, or promotions designed to start word of mouth activity. 

Brand Blogging: Creating blogs and participating in the blogosphere, in the spirit of open, transparent communications; sharing information of value that the blog community may talk about. 

Referral Programs: Creating tools that enable satisfied customers to refer their friends. 
	This could be accomplished by a “Tell a Friend link” added to your workshop page or registration pages

Product Seeding: Placing the right product into the right hands at the right time, providing information or samples to influential individuals. 

�

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6gmP4nk0EOE&eurl


WOMMA Types

• Viral Marketing
• Community Marketing
• Influencer Marketing
• Conversation Creation
• Brand Blogging
• Referral Programs
• Product Seeding
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WOMMA Types

• Viral Marketing
• Community Marketing
• Influencer Marketing
• Conversation Creation
• Brand Blogging
• Referral Programs
• Product Seeding



Word of Mouth Marketing Tips

• Give people something to talk about
• Encourage frontline staff to look for 

opportunities to deliver messages 
when engaged with customers

• Feed the grapevine
• Personalize
• Collect testimonials
• Enlist the whole library family

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Peggy Barber and Linda Wallace from Library Communications Strategies
say…Speak Up: The Power of Word of Mouth Marketing �



Potential Web 2.0 WOMM 
Avenues

Podcasting

Blogging Websites

Wikis

Personalization

alerts

tagging
RSS

Social Networking SitesFacebook

Blogger

MySpace

folksonomies

Social 
bookmarking 
sites

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Link to these off the ppt to share with everyone….



What would be some others?

Would anyone like to shares something they are dong in their libraries?

�



Building a Web 2.0 Marketing Strategy

“Word of mouth can be managed. 

You are not merely at the mercy 

of those who talk.”

Wilson, J. R. (1991). Word of Mouth Marketing. New York: Wiley.

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
So what should we include in our toolkit?



1.

2.

3.

4.

�



Toolkit 

1. Word of Mouth Marketing   
Knowledge

2. Use Web 2.0 tools to enhance   
WOMM opportunities for your 
patrons

3. Evaluate your efforts 

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
1.



2.


3.





Make sure that your service gives customers no choice but to talk positively about your library.  When you introduce a new service, plan a word of mouth PR campaign to generate positive word of mouth before the release.�



Learn more about Word of 
Mouth Marketing 

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
There are some excellent resources listed in your handout.�



How to start…

Learn about social software

http://m.phpmagazine.net/entry_1_2755.html

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Web 1.0
Internet marketing was viewed just like other marketing—static, one way messages, created by the library and directed to the patron.  No direct feedback

Web 2.0 Promotion  a type of viral marketing---WOMMA
Traditional marketing channels, by their very nature, were highly controlled—created by the library and directed to the consumer.  With Web 2.0, you don’t control the message—everyone can create and shape the message.  Word of Mouth marketing is amplified---  Do you look up your library on the Internet to see if anyone is talking about it?  How many people mention your library on the blogs?  Wouldn’t it be great if people would start talking about your library services online?  Would this be scary for you?  How many blog readers do you have?  Could you start a blog to alert people to upcoming services and library events?  Are the search engine results that you do find on your library predominantly positive or negative?

�

http://m.phpmagazine.net/entry_1_2755.html


Learning 2.0

http://plcmclearning.blogspot.com/

http://plcmclearning.blogspot.com/
http://plcmclearning.blogspot.com/


Five Weeks to a Social Library

http://www.sociallibraries.com/course/

http://www.sociallibraries.com/course/
http://www.sociallibraries.com/course/


First steps…

• Create a library blog and allow 
comments from patrons

https://www.google.com/accounts/Logout?continue=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.blogger.com&zx=wt41gpcw6fg1&il=true


Shortcuts

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
This is the K-State Instruction blog created by…….  And has been in production since …..  It started off as a newsletter print format, but has transitioned to an online format.  Since this time, over ….comments have been written by ….people

Let’s see some examples of these…�



Talking in the Library



WOMM Blog Example



Allow personalization

• Of the library catalog

• Of subject guides and/or social 
bookmarking sites





Penn Tags

http://tags.library.upenn.edu/

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
The librarians at the University of Pennsylvania are experimenting with something they call PennTags. They’ve created a social bookmarking site for members of their institution so that sites of interest, bibliographies or links to other user-created content can be collected and shared by the user community. Users can download a specialized toolbar or use a bookmarklet created to facilitate adding content to PennTags. Beyond having users tag their entries, a next step could allow them to tag other library content found in the OPAC or institutional repository. It will be interesting to see how this and other institutional-based social bookmarking sites develop. Take a look at some of these resources and sites, and consider signing up for one or two of them to get a feel for how they work. If one of your resolutions is to learn some of the new information technologies, social bookmarking is a good place to begin. �



Hold Student Focus Groups

• Hold focus groups to see how the 
students would want to communicate 
with the library regarding its new 
services

Silverman, G. (2001). The Secrets of Word of Mouth Marketing. New York : AMACOM.



Evaluating Your Efforts



Evaluating Your Efforts

• Monitor website traffic

• Conduct a Student Awareness study/survey

• Feedback forms
– Paper form
– Electronic format

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Monitor website traffic and look for blogs that may mention your new efforts online�



Evaluating Your Efforts

• Monitor website traffic

• Conduct a Student Awareness study/survey

• Feedback forms
– Paper form
– Electronic format

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Conduct surveys, focus groups evaluating your new marketing and promotion efforts�



Evaluating Your Efforts

• Monitor website traffic

• Conduct a Student Awareness study/survey

• Feedback forms
– Paper form
– Electronic format

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Have feedback forms available electronically and in paper form at your library to get feedback regarding your new services and promotion efforts�



Building a Library 2.0 Game Plan

• http://www.acrl.org/ala/acrl/acrlproftools/lib20.cfm

http://www.acrl.org/ala/acrl/acrlproftools/lib20.cfm


Where to go from here…

http://groups.google.com/group/kansas-libraries-word-of-mouth-marketing-group

http://groups.google.com/group/kansas-libraries-word-of-mouth-marketing-group


Where to go from here…

• RefShare Folder

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
What tools need to be in our toolkit?


Make sure we knowledge of how to use word of mouth marketing with web 2.0 tools and how to evaluate our efforts.  For more information, I’ve created a refshare folder which you will all have access to where you can view books that are available on this topic.
�

http://www.refworks.com/refshare?site=015251129878000000/RWWS1A524337/Word%20of%20Mouth%20Marketing%20Resources


Where to go from here…

HANDOUT

Handout

http://del.icio.us/Web2.0WOMM

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
I also created a del.icio.us account which lists resources available on the Internet on this topic.  You can go to this site to view the links provided, but if you would like add additional ones, please use the username and password listed on the handout as we can create our own network of information.



Any questions? Comments, Discussion?�

http://del.icio.us/Web2.0WOMM
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